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FILE – This Tuesday, March 12, 2019 file photo shows the
University Village area of the University of Southern California
in Los Angeles. (AP Photo/Reed Saxon,File)

A federal prosecutor angrily called a defendant’s attempt to
pry into USC’s admissions process a “complete sideshow”
during a motion hearing in the college admissions scandal,
as lawyers sparred over a subpoena request before a
judge Wednesday afternoon.
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Attorney Martin Weinberg — representing Robert Zangrillo,
who’s accused of paying $250,000 to get his daughter
enrolled into the University of Southern California —
argued before a federal judge for his motion to subpoena
USC for a bevy of documents, which raised questions
about the school’s admissions process.

Magistrate Judge M. Page Kelley asked Assistant U.S.
Attorney Eric Rosen, who sat in on the hearing, if he
thought Weinberg’s request was relevant to Zangrillo’s
anticipated defense at trial of making a good faith donation.
Weinberg asked USC for information about the percentage
of students who were accepted to the university, who were
designated as “VIP” or “special interest” in the admissions
process and whose parents donated at least $50,000 to
the school.

“I think … the only time Mr. Zangrillo actually learned about
that (issue) was after his arrest, and now he’s trying to
backdoor and cobble together a defense of good faith,”
Rosen said in a heated tone. “This is a complete sideshow,
completely unrelated to the issues at hand.”

Weinberg stood up to defend his client, saying Zangrillo
would demonstrate to a jury he had a good faith basis to
know about the “VIP” donor program. Rosen stood up and
tried to speak as Weinberg continued, and Kelley
addressed the men.

“I know you feel very passionate about your case,” Kelley
told Rosen, “But he’s still entitled to compulsory process.”

Douglas Fuchs, appearing for USC, defended the
university’s admission process, and rejected a question by
Kelley asking if an admissions administrator took into
consideration the amount their parents donated to the
school. An exhibit attached to a court filing by Weinberg
revealed a spreadsheet, emailed to the defendant in the
case and former USC athletics administrator Donna Heinel,
of “special interest” students with notes including “potential
donor” and pledged amounts.
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Fuchs argued Zangrillo’s request would be too
burdensome for USC and violate student privacy laws,
among other reasons. Kelley concluded the hearing by
suggesting Weinberg file a more specific subpoena, or
reach an agreement with USC to moot the motion.
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